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UpTheDown
Staircase
For long, FMCG giants didn't acknowledge
the threat from smaller, regional players.
Now they are forced to, as their margins
have eroded

NAYDua grinned as another ad-
vertisement flashed on the TV
screen. He was viewing the latest
trends in advertising among
FMCG (fast moving consumer
goods) companies, when an ad-
vertisement for Vatika's three-

minute-to-fairness came on the screen.
Arjun Dixit, a colleague, said: "Fair &
Lovely, one of Hindustan Lever's biggest
cash cows, is under attack again! It's get-
ting crazier. Is that how desperate the con-
sumer has got or is that a measure of the
FMCG companies' desperation? Where is
the need for the 31st fairness brand after 30
years of Fair & Lovely ruling the market?"

"So, is this the desperation of the consumers
or that of the FMCG companies?" wondered
Vinay. The consumer was not desperate, or if she
was, then it was only for entertainment - to see how
real these promises could get. So the consumer
watched new brands come in and say: "Come, amuse
me." The queen consumer sat aloft on her golden perch and
brands sashayed before her and dropped by the wayside as her
gaze shifted to the next one. As for FMCG companies wanting
to launch one more fairness cream, he felt it was part of the
same continuum where the consumer sought amusement and
they offered it. .

This case study was first published in BW;
2 February 2004.
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But they did not need to go as far as Fair &

Lovely, thought Vinay. There was a stunning
example of the FMCG companies' desperation
in their own stable. Tressot India, where Vinay
was a senior sales manager, had boastfully
guarded Lasso (its cooking oil brand) for about
25 years. Lasso had been flicked to the margin
by a small but confident brand Toop. Except,
this had happened gradually over the years, in
region after region, while the quarterly meet-
ings at Tressot ignored or chose to ignore Toop.
Today,history replayed as another food brand,
Hasty Taste, nibbled at their marketshare in
cooking intermediates.

Funnily, even when Toop took over the key
markets, Tressot declared: "These are small eruptions like acne.
They will clear with time." If anything would clear up, it would be
Lasso,Vinay thought. His mind had been a muddle grieving over
Tressot's performance and his own. Bordering on disillusion-
ment, Vinay had sought out his old friend and ex-colleague Ias
Tanna, hoping to air his mind and sort out the agony.

Only months ago, Ias had left Tressot to join HARRAD's, a
chain of shopping malls, as director (logistics and supply chain).
When he scratched the surface, Vinay discovered that HARRAD's

was owned by Harfram Radheshyam, the businessman from
Meerut. He started off by selling saris on a cycle, then moved

to pan masala, detergent and then Toop cooking oil. Ias, the
coveted FMCG boy, was now serving the host of Toop,

which had given Tressot a run for its money!
For the last three years, Tressot had been trying to

go up the down staircase and its newer strategies
were now bordering on the bizarre. The desperation
was getting too obvious. Ias said: "It's the old un-
willingness to admit that the FMCG industry in
India is undergoing a structural change. Fifteen
years ago when Toop hit Tressot, they looked the
other way. Today, when Hasty Taste is inching
into all its markets, they are again looking the
other way.Yesterday's future is here!

"Decades ago, FMCG business was done by
a few people, for a few people and in few loca-
tions. As long as they managed organic growth,
they were happy with it; not one company
encountered de-growth, not one company did

, not give the routine salary increases with a pro-
motion routinely built in.

"However, in the last 4-5 years, this system
has changed, Vinay. The small businessman has

become a savvy force to reckon with as the distance
- cultural, social, financial and technological- he

had kept from elite FMCG thinking is now decreasing.
A certain lack ofmentality', which kept the small busi-

nessman confined to beedis and saris is now changing. I
should know, as I am working with Haribhai; I am amazed

at the way his mind works.
"Foryears, the FMCG elitist model was a distant pie, not for

everyone. But now, for the first time, these small businessmen
have a viable, reachable business model that they can relate to. So
a small businessman, selling beedis, accumulated his millions
over the years. For long, nobody told him this money was in-
vestible and how. So he was happy stacking it up. Then, in the last
fewyears, these investment banking people have been forced to

look 'out' for investment banking options. So
they had to look for it in unconventional sectors
and locations. Enter the small businessman.
Suddenly this dhoti-clad, HindilTamil/Tel-
ugu/Marathi-speaking businessman has been
sighted and elevated to a status of respect and
relevance!"

Hariram never thought that the road from
beedi to pan mas ala to detergent would get him
to the pearly gates of greatness. "It's not just in-
vestment bankers," said Ias, "but others who
have helped reduce the cultural gap and built
that ridge of confidence and told him that man-
ufacturing and distributing saris and beedis is
no different from making soap and, therefore,

anything else. That you don't have to be on TV and hire English-
speaking people with whom you have a level of discomfort; you
can do it at your own level!And to his surprise, the small business-
man found that he can do it. But unless he is a national player, he
does not hit the radar with the multinationals! And why? Because
if ORG-Marg does not show you up as competition, then you are
not recognised as competition! If ORG-Marg doesn't go beyond
the lazy footprint of their research, then you and your product will
never show up!

C'mon Vinay, we have fought Toop together. Recall the nu-
merous times field managers, sales officers, distributors
and their ilk came back and talked about challenges from
cottage sector brands in detergents and biscuits, which
none of us took seriously in our monthly sales meetings.

Why? Because it did not show up in the marketing-research-track-
ing-panel-study kind of parameter! So if it does not come through
that kind of broom sweep, then they don't take it seriously!

"Today when I am working with minds like Haribhai's, I can
see how completely off the mark our research findings were! What
we, FMCG companies, did not reaJise was that the footprint, be-
ing covered by the research companies, was not at all representa-
tive of what was happening in the country's numerous little busi-
ness hot shops! And I am not even talking about geographic reach,
but of products that were stocked in A-class supermarkets, but
which the research company did not track and, hence, did not
even report because, a) they hadn't heard that name ('Who is
Toop?') , b)who will track 14 assorted strange brands?"

How could Vinay forget this! Four years ago, when an intense
field officer reported six times: "Sir, that Hasty Taste is everywhere,
not fly-by-night, every shop is carrying the brand ...." CEO Ran-
deep Iohar had exploded: "Who is now going to start tracking an
indifferent brand?"Vinay and Iohar missed the point that the cot-
tage sector was invading the retail space in a faceless manner! And
slowly, those cottage brands became 'real' brands which con-
sumers were relating to! Ias pointed out: "If anyone cared to
scratch a cottage sector brand, he would find a whole organisa-
tion behind it. There is a factory and a sales department with
salesmen who travel by the state transport bus; they make not 25
but 60 calls a day; they stay in cheap hotels; and there are not 12
salesmen for a state but 6-7 for a district! Their salary is one-tenth
ofMNC salesmen's! And yet they deliver!"

Vinay had let that 'who is Hasty Taste' episode pass, but he had
tried to make Iohar see merit in a newly evolving pattern. "They
are small, but their model is different and begs examining," he
had entreated, for then he was just a regional sales manager. His
own area sales manager (Maharashtra) saw threats only in 6-7 dis-
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tricts. So, he wouldn't take it seriously! Either he missed the big-
ger pattern that there was a Tasty or Ialdi, or Ihat-Pat on the shelf
in every third or fourth district. People were buying it and the re-
tailer was happy selling it. Recalling all this, he said to Ias: "While
we were looking at national competitors, a lot of fragmented
brands that had not entered into our calculation were eating into
our future growth!"

Ias nodded and said: "So while we were smug about getting
satisfactory growth levels of 3-4 per cent, we were blind to the fact
that the room for growth was actually far more! What is Britannia's
Tiger biscuit all about? It's Britannia recognising that it needed to
address that market! And within one year, Tiger became their
biggest volume brand! Just look at Hasty Taste's numbers, which
Tressot bypasses even today. If you do a valuation at 3.2 times of
sales, it takes the business worth to Rs 45 crore. If somebody takes
over the business in three years and does a very basic sales, distri-
bution and marketing strategy, it can be scaled up to Rs 25 crore
(sales) in less than three years and the business can be worth Rs
100 crore! That's how strong this brand is!

"But ask Nestle, Dabur, Britannia and Tressot; Hasty Taste will
not even figure on their radar! But this brand is making money
hand over fist! Go to any shop and you will find the entire range of
products! Now what does that say for the brand? For the con-
sumer demand? For the retail faith in the brand?

"FMCG business in India is set against this backdrop. So now
we have an all-new paradigm in competition - tactical smart-
ness from regional brands. Because what is required to compete
in, say, a Levers versus P&Gsituation is different from competing
in a Levers versus a small operator in deodorisers. Such people
can erode their future growth prospects because the FMCG com-
parries don't pay attention. Easy avenues for growth lie dispersed.
It is like an invading army; you go as far as you can and conquer
the territory and think 'it's my territory'. But soon you find the ter-
ritory has people who have defined rules, different from yours -
in terms of products, attributes and distribution and, worse, the
consumers are happy buying these brands at a price which they
can afford! So what conquest are we talking about?"

Every now and then FMCG companies tried a new launch
route. Vinay felt the only route open to them was the low-end,
mass-product route - a la Tiger - the basic functional commod-
ity. But all the FMCG companies had chosen the premium end of
innovation. "What can they come up with?" asked Ias, "What else
can yet another bottle of tangle- free shampoo do? I am looking for
a housing loan, can you give it to me in a bottle of shampoo? No!
Can your soap or toothpaste pay the installment for my car? I am
happy using my present soap, present shampoo, present after-
shave; they generate enough surplus with which I can pay my

EMI!But you are putting fancier and more premium soaps on the
shelf, and that is not what I want! My needs have changed. Have
FMCG companies recognised that? They have not fully appreci-
ated the diversification of the consumer basket and the conse-
quent shrinking of their share in the consumer wallet. I think it's a
contradiction - the exposure of the consumer to brands has in-
creased. The disposition and awareness levels to buy may also
have increased, but the means to buy them have not. There are
other consumer areas where the disposable income in the house
can be spent! "For instance, 10 years ago, who bought insurance?
Five years from now, you'll ask who hasn't! Likewise, disposable
income is going into all-new areas like the Internet, encyclopae-
dias, computers and better colleges abroad."

V·nay knew that. Tressot touted its 'share of wallet' in every fo-
rum. The demand on the wallet had swerved future-wards,
on what needs to be saved and what needs to be spent, which
included entertaining, new needs of kids like research books,
computers, specific- need shoes, and so forth. The diversified

needs and wants had gone ahead of a middle-class family's ability
to keep pace with and yet upgrade with time!

Fifteen years ago when Vinay joined Tressot, the FMCG model
worked beautifully for them; the income had only a few channels
to flow into - house, car, soap, detergent, that's it. Manyhouse-
holds lacked the capacity to upgrade from a Godrej Shaving
Cream to an Old Spice. The great Lever model, which every FMCG
company copied, was 'you enter at Lux and exit at Dove' or 'you
enter at Sunlight and exit at Surf' because the logic went: as your
income goes up, you become a more discerning soap or detergent
user. Over the years, the consumer was supposedly convinced
that it was socially a better thing to upgrade along the price bar.
Today Ias pooh-poohed all that: "I don't think this is a workable
model because, a) is a soap all that a man could ever want? Or, is
soap the only category where he sought upgradation?, b) man
stagnates at a functionally stable product and moves on to devote
the extra income to buy a 'geometry box with a Barbie on it' for his
daughter. That is what has moved up in his menu of options and
has become a core need, a 'must buy'. From the extra money he
can put aside by buying a Lux and not a Dove, he can pay the EM!
on his washing machine!"

Vinay agreed: "The restructuring of the home economics has
begun to impact the FMCG business. This doesn't bode well for
our (Tressots) ability to upgrade people to more premium brands.
We have touted this in many presentations, but the truth has been
eluding us. Even as we say soaps, be it a Lux or a Dove, have be-
come a commodity, it is not a want-based thing. The same goes

for toothpaste, shampoo and ketchup, which explains why
more Phenyl sells than our Gayab!"

This had always been the case, except history
had never put a soap· to the test of 'a better

scented soap versus an EMI for a washing ma-
chine'. Today, the washing machine would
win. Ias said: "Until recently, if you put a
scented soap against a better scented soap
with better wrapping and bigger size, the
consumer just grabbed the better one. But
now look at the demands! You can earn a

lakh per month and yet you don't have
enough for that plasma screen TV!We are

turning into a mortgage society, where home
improvement, education and insurance, upgrad-

ing a car and a computer are taking a toll on the wal-
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let! Today, all these EMIs plus mobile phone and
what not are committed outflows! Even before
the salary is credited to your account, these
commitments have hit your debit account! It
is these commitments which have taken
away the edge from the FMCG companies to
deliver growth in a 5-10-year horizon."

Tomake matters worse, customers have
also evolved. Retail outlets, too, were getting
consolidated into supply chain giants like
Shopper's Stop, Pantaloon, Food Land, and
were forcing FMCG companies to come up
with supply chain models which met their needs!
Vinay felt chained in by all these new dynamics.
Gone were the days when a distributor of Amravati was
only too happy if a Tressot area sales manager visited him once in
a while. Today, the shoe had changed foot and the merchandising
manager of Food Land was already demanding bulk delivery
straight to the warehouse, discounts and low prices, and, thus,
tightening the noose for Tressot.

Ias now tightened that noose further by saying: "Abroad,
FMCGcompanies have 45-60 per cent gross profit margins. That's
what pays for head office costs, flying first -class, and using air-
conditioned taxis; they have the volumes to leverage it. In India,
we have the volumes and we are going to get more volume, but
margins are going to thin out. So, FMCGs will not have 60 per cent
margin and big volumes, but 20 per cent margins and volumes
that everybody will keep attacking."

Vinaywailed: "In India, how is the FMCG company going to fi-
nance all these things? I agree all this did not happen overnight.
The writing on the wall was there, albeit blurred. But even today,
Tressot has not internalised it!Why, last week the directors were
preening: "The Indian FMCG sector is in a very unique position.
This is the only country where any MNC with the resources, the
technology and the product can continue their quest for interna-
tional growth!" They have missed the point completely!" Ias
grinned and said: "If you are sitting in a theatre and want a better
view,you can stand up and get a good view of the stage. But it is
not a smart thing because if everybody does that, then you are
back to square one. That is the fallacy of competition that none of
the FMCG multinationals have encountered! Recall what hap-
pened in the lubricants sector, in telecom, in media. Now, how
can the FMCG sector feel that they are going to be spared this
treatment? Businesses which have grown over the years on a diet
of30-40 per cent gross margin are suddenly being told that mar-
gins in the next five years will be around 20 per cent or below!"

The bleaker the picture Ias painted, the more it seemed to
Vinay that only an explosion could shake the FMCG sector out of
slumber. He asked: "Ias, what should our business model be if our
margins are going to go from 30 per cent to 40, 32 or 27per cent
and will stabilise God knows where. We don't know what our share
willbe from the increasing volume pie? How much can I spend on
manufacturing, communication and salaries? Am I walking down
the same aisle as this cottage sector guy who employs salesmen
who ride mopeds, make 60 sales calls a day and can manage 3-4
districts? Also, there is no redundancy of costs in their system. Be-
cause face it, they are perfect! They have no cost competition!"

More than this, Ias was annoyed by the response of FMCG ad-
vertising to slow market growth or what he called the lifestyle par-
adigrn shift. He said: "FMCG companies have realised that a soap
can't payoff your EMI, so advertisements have gone completely
out of context. Today it is all about if you use soap A,you become

Miss India, if you use shampoo X, boys will date you. So it is about
chasing the emerging lifestyle and pretending that others are
chasing it too!

"Once there was space to create soft attributes of aspiration
around a brand and charge a premium. But today, the space be-
tween the core value attributes and the aspirational space has in-
creased so much that even a naive consumer feels there is an ele-
ment of redundancy here. FMCG companies are telling a
consumer: 'My toothpaste is one step from a dentist; it gives you
complete oral care'. Or, 'my skin cream is one step short of a
dermatologist'. When brands advertise just the same kind of
perfection, and you see it does not happen to you despite using
them, then you reject the claims first, then the brands. That
phenomena is at work.

What I am saying is that a large amount of investments that the
FMCG companies have made in recent years have led to a build-
up of hypes and attributes that don't deliver perceived value to the
consumer. The customer has become more value conscious as
the brand had not delivered all the older promises. FMCG compa-
nies then adopted the platform of incredible promises, while the
demand on the consumer's wallet increased for newer needs. On
the competition side, they are hit in many ways: cottage sector
players, imports being opened up, MNC players becoming
aggressive. They are all investing for the same bite and the market
is not growing.

"I think even now, it is not too late to focus on how to handle
and manage your business when your gross margins or contribu-
tion will not be 45 per cent, but 30-25 per cent! What will my busi-
ness structure look like, and how do I configure costs? Today peo-
ple are reconciled to losing jobs - there are people who are better
than me and will take a salary cut to take my job. If this is true for
individuals, then it is also true for companies. If your margins can
come down from 45 per cent to 25 per cent, what will you give
away to keep your profits? How will you compete?

"How long can it be that dal, chawal and agarbatti is being sold
at 3 per cent margins, but soap is being sold at 45 per cent mar-
gins! How long? Take Locvin, a company that handles bulk goods
like grains, rice and oil in millions oftonnes at commodity mar-
gins. Locvin is quite prepared to sell atta in India at 5 per cent
margins because it know that this business will make sense only if
it can sell 3 million tonnes of wheat! That is precisely what the
beedi, the tambakoo and other Indian commodity players at the
bottom are comfortable handling. They are used to handling
businesses with 5-6 per cent margins!"

"Now tell me, are our FMCG companies geared for a multifold
increase in their volumes? Can they cope at thin margins of 5 per
cent and 6 per cent?" Ias asked. _
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,FMCG tangle

VIKAS KUTHIALA
The author is country general manager, International SOS.

MOYIESand books have long been
forced to hype up their titles to
sell, like Business At The Speed Of
Thought. Management gurus
have been at the forefront of this

movement (Perfecting The Art OfHaving To
Redesign The Engine In Mid-flight). Organ-
isations have marvelled at their own ability
to chum out mission statements that have
impressed many but impacted few. Busi-
ness managers with no more than a flav-
our-of-the-month success belt out busi-
ness mantras on "how we did it".

The FMCG industry is getting drowned
in hype. It seems it is unable to distinguish
between innovation and hype, between
slogan and strategy, between form and
substance. Let's analyse what the FMCG
sector has to deal with.

On the demand side: there have been
some lifestyle paradigm shifts that one
must take note of - diversified household
consumption basket, home improvement,
indulgence in entertainment, child-led
peer group pressures, tech-savvy durables,
upgraded holidays, cars, insurance- and
pension -led savings - all gradually driving
up overall consumption while shrinking
the FMCGs' share in one's wallet. This, ac-
companied by general uncertainty, keeps
people in the 'cautious-spend' mode, with
spending imperatives on non -FMCG prod-
ucts and services. •.•

There is a clutter of competing demand
options that your category has to cut
through. Worry about the brand later; the
category may be drowning.

On the supply side, there is rising com-
petition from cheap imports, shrinking
margins, increasing costs of doing busi-
ness, and there is also competition to stay
ahead. Besides, there is the tactical smart-
ness of regional brands, which do not covet
national markets (but that may change as
they gain confidence). Their business strat-
egy is based on the sound fundamentals of
distribution, tastes, customising available
branding and media vehicles, operating on

lower overheads and pass through pricing.
Moreover, organised retailers demand

bulk discounts and supply chain facilita-
tion -low price realisations at high costs,
buying shelf space and generous credit
terms add to the burden. This forces supply
chain value and profit realignment. How
long will distributors make 5 per cent mar-
gins and producers 45 per cent? Competi-
tion forces firms to redistribute value
among supply chain stakeholders.

There is a need to respond to the grow-
ing structural supply side shifts that usu-
ally occurred over the long term. Psycho-
graphics are beating demographics.

Then, there is confusion at the point
of fusion. The organisation is the point of
fusion between supply and demand.
Analysing demand parameters gives in-
sights that drive resource allocation on the
supply side. This can enhance brand eq-
uity. It can be tempting to let mega trends
creep in and disrupt this principle. The
voice of the customer will be lost if pitched
against hype.

But it seems that organisations resist
the restructuring of supply side in response
to changes in demand. It is not easy to ac-
cept that core business assumptions are
changing swiftly.

There is a need to align supply side ini-
tiatives with discontinuous demand side
shifts that seem to have no set pattern. The
Top 10 insurance, automobile and telecom
companies are setting new aspirational
benchmarks and struggling to deliver a
value proposition!

There has been a disappointing re-
sponse: what have we seen so far? That
companies treat competition as someone
you meet at a party and ignore as if they
were socially not acceptable. Rather than
rationalising their cost mix (a supply side
imperative). they resort to flawed demand
side action - tall brand claims creating
what I call 'fantaspirational' advertisement
that fails to create perception of value.

They use hype in one forum and be-
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come a victim of it when the same is re-
hashed. The most curious development is
the inverse relationship between failed
brands and a rising numbers of podium
stars. Companies also look at strategy as a
ready-to-eat dish, revisiting basics every
season as 'young' brand managers try to
leave their mark. Visiting basics is good but
not going beyond changing labels and ad-
vertisements is poor follow-through.

What is needed? Take a hard look at
people. Reward insight and ignore hype.
Have faith in the long term. Take your time
before initiating change. Face the fact that
long-term business economics may be less
profitable. Take a planned cut instead of
being forced into it.

Decide where your brand should be-
in the base where regional play is key or the
top end where clutter-led chaos reigns. Do
you want to take the high-volume, low-
price plunge or take an open-ended risk
that somehow you will keep coming up
with 'smash-through ideas' and cascade
along the long-term with a series of short-
run hype waves?

Hype will distort customer expecta-
tion, which will come back to bite you. Do
not overpromise. Stay within the core cate-
gory. No one I know got promoted on the
basis of a brand of soap.

Hype is no substitute for customer-
centric innovation. Do not get restless 'to
do something' about competition. Rivals
are only going to increase; how often will
you respond to how many of them? Con-
sumers will tell you if the competitive ini-
tiative has scored. Your strategy should not
be competition-facing unless the category
demands short-term smart play.

Take expert advice with a pinch of salt.
The sound bite from the man on the
podium rephrases what the morning paper
said, which recycled your comment on
CNBC last night! Enjoy it. Bunk office, go
for these shows. But remember, after the
show gets over, you get back to work! That
is when real life starts. _
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A new weapon
RAJAH CHHIBBA
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T
HEREare no tired markets, only tired
marketers," said a renowned busi-
ness leader. Tressot's marketers seem
to be viewing the current market
situation as a tired market with

slow growth, eroding margins, promis-
cuous consumers and nimble-footed
rivals. The strengths of structured work
processes, which worked to their benefit
so far, are now slowing their entrepre-
neurial responses.

But the likes of Toop are seeing the
same markets as a new opportunity with
consumer acceptance, better margins and
cost advantages. Every market leader is
being pushed into a corner. What must
one do? Throw in the towel? Buyout
competition? Or fight in another way? And
ifso,how?

All growth happens through one of
the four strategies: through a pioneering
market role, or a market expansion role,
through commercialisation of existing
products, or competitive attrition. The key
competencies vary by type of growth strat-
egy.Pioneering requires a bias towards in-
novation as the core competence while
competitive attrition requires a bias to-
wards execution. Multinationals tradition-
allyleveraged superior execution capabili-
ties developed through strong processes to
capture markets. Now the same strengths
have become weaknesses as others have
become better at it.

So multinationals should shift their
bias towards continuous innovation and
shift market boundaries, or find out new
ways of doing things. Are such leverages
available for products like soaps? The
process management strength associated
with multinationals can be leveraged for
innovation. This can be done only if multi-
nationals leverage the changes in con-
sumer behaviour and retail trends to their
advantage. But what are these trends?
1. Consumers buy into a brand set and
not one brand. Over time, the consumer
starts feeling that 2-3 brands are good and

becomes indifferent to them. Alternately,
he buys different brands for different
occasions. This implies a hyper-segmenta-
tion of consumers. The challenge for a
brand is to either straddle the hyper-
segment or have different brands for dif-
ferent segments.
2. Consumer segmentation is driven by
retail formats. With the evolution of trade
in India, consumer segmentation is driven
more and more by retail formats. When
a consumer goes to a discount store, he is
driven by prices and promotions, but oth-
erwise he is driven by factors like store
ambience and display. The same consu-
mer prefers different segments at differ-
ent points in time during the purch-
ase. This leads to hyper-segmentation of
retail segments.

Hyper-segmentation, thus, offers a
challenge to all FMCG players. However,
the ones with stronger processes can turn
this into an advantage. And most multina-

Vinay must develop
frameworks for hyper-

segmentation - perhaps
develop an oil

lor three-minute cooking
and one lor gourmet

cooking - and sell both
for different occasions. He

must design service
packs lor each
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tionals have stronger processes today
compared to their local counterparts. By
leveraging IT,multinationals can irLnovate
around two dimensions to take advantage
of hyper-segmentation.

1. Pioneering FMCGs as fashion prod-
ucts. The apparel sector overcame the stag-
nant growth by evolving along the fashion
dimension. This led to hyper-segmenta-
tion of the apparel market. So you have Fri-
day dressing and evening dressing. FMCGs
can also look at themselves as fashion
products for every occasion, for every cus-
tomer. That day may not be far off when
there may be a 'fall collection of soaps' and
an 'autumn collection from Lux'. This
needs strong internal processes and this is
where multinationals will score.

2. Developing brands for retail. The
hyper-segmentation caused by evolving
retail formats gives companies an opp-
ortunity to create brands for every shop-
ping occasion. Thus, a consumer can
have his choice of brands when he buys
from a kirana shop and a different set
when he buys from a supermarket. A supe-
rior strategy will ensure brand presence in
both segments.

The key success factors in hyper-seg-
mentation are strong capacity for new
products, short lifecycle of variants, small
batch sizes, fragmented but focused media
support and supply chains designed
around response times and not inventory
cycles. That is real innovation. So Vinay
Dua must develop frameworks for hyper-
segmentation - perhaps develop an oil
for three-minute cooking and one for
gourmet cooking - and sell both for differ-
ent occasions. He must audit and re-seg-
ment his retail outlets and design service
packs for each according to their needs.

What will this lead to? A larger share of
the market and a chance to charge a
premium for something a consumer can
relate to - innovation and a retail experi-
ence - thereby protecting margins and
ensuring success. -
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What makes the small businesses more successful in this dog-eat-
dog sector? Simple: they are either family managed or entrepren-
eurial businesses and the significant virtue they possess - which
many may pooh-pooh - is their vision. It is entirely long-term.
And they don't have to report to anyone or prove success. If at all,
they need to deliver, it's to their conscience that's their boss! So
says Arjun Uppal to Meera Seth

Meera Seth: We have seen a lot of waves and ripples
and whirlpools in this industry. Mostly turbulence.
Yet it seems the FMCG industry has been unable
to resolve its direction. Is this a structural
change that is happening? Or are they still in a
state of denial?
Arjun Uppal: What the FMCG industry is un-
dergoing is not a structural change. Yes, some
marketers may see it as such. Two changes are
certainly taking place. First, is the rise of local
brands and second is the pressure on margins, on
account of competitive pricing. I am, however, not
convinced that there is pressure on account of a para-
digm shift in the household spending pattern. Let me elaborate
what I mean.

First, consumers are certainly spending more on cars, enter-
tainment, loan instalments, etc., but in absolute terms it is not
that the spending on FMCG products has gone down, even if the
percentage spent on these products has gone down. Worldwide,
the trend is that as incomes grow, the percentage spent on food
steadily comes down, but in absolute terms it always goes up.
Also, a consumer who moves from a Maruti 800 to a Honda City is
quite likely to move from a Lux to a Dove provided he sees func-
tional benefit in this change. It is true that people will stagnate at
functionally stable products, but it is also true that if functionality
improves (and not hype), people will upgrade. Often, the func-
tional benefit is not adequate.

Second, the change in share of wallet may be true for a mil-
lion families or five million families. But don't forget, we are over
a billion people, and there will always be several hundred mil-
lion people who would not be spending money on cars, enter-
tainment, etc.

So, all that is happening is that the market continues to grow;
especially in mid-sized towns. Some people may not have been
able to capture this trend, but there is no stopping it. This trend
often gets missed out because it is on account of regional brands.
The most obvious examples are packaged tea and detergent bars.
The way I see it is, if you can sell apples in a remote village in Ma-
harashtra and fried chicken in literally every Tamil Nadu village,
there is no reason why FMCGs should not be growing.

Meera: Meanwhile, let us see what signals the consumer is send-
ing and how the FMCGs are interpreting them. "Where was
the need for the 31st fairness brand? And this after 30-40 years
of Fair & Lovely ruling?" asks the case. The fairness debate shows
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no signs of abating. If one goes by the market pic-
tures, then it would seem the consumer is moving

from fairness to flawless, luminosity, radiance. Is
this simply the marketer redefining consumer
needs in his terms, or is there a mindset shift
that is happening among consumers?
Arjun: The question of ,why is there a 31st fair-
ness brand' is quite irrelevant. It is like asking

why there is a 31st car model and why there is a
31stTV channel or why the 31st Chinese restau-

rant? There will also be the 50th in each of these
categories. Because that is what competition does. It

causes a shake up of attributes, of selling propositions-
new USPs (unique selling propositions) and BPS (brand position-
ing statements) will be created, making fresh propositions to the
consumer. I think this has nothing to do with the FMCG sector. It
has more to do with the competitive environment in which we
live, in which every supplier is trying to find some place for him-
self and like in every other category, some will thrive and some
will fail. It will be a case of survival of the fittest. Marketers are al-
ways redefining consumer needs and finding a need gap. That is
their job. Clearly, the marketer seems to be more restless, and in
his desperation, he launches new products. But the value in that
new product is not being seen by the consumer. Yet,as new evolu-
tions are witnessed in the consumer thinking, even the fittest will
fall and make place for the new 'fittest'.

Meera: Every product takes time to show results; even antibiotics
prescribed to work over three days are not taken regularly. So what
hope is there for any enhancement product if it is not used regu-
larly? And that goes for not just skincare products but also health-
based nutrition products like fortified milk foods and chyawan-
prash and the whole range of health enhancing products. Do we
have an impatient consumer on our hands? In that case, the chal-
lenge for marketers is to ensure regular usage of product, (ironi-
cally, product loyalty at the beginning) and not get into the con-
sumers' list of 'didn't work' products. How are marketers facing
this challenge?
Arjun: I think the biggest problem with today's marketers is that
they think that the consumer is a fool, and that too a gullible one.
They are living in a make-believe world if they think that 'im-
proved', 'new', 'extra' and so on mean anything to the consumer. In
fact, the consumer typically just shrugs it off as yet another mean-
ingless gimmick.

Let us take the example of a somewhat different consumer: a
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farmer who buys fertiliser and seeds as agri-inputs. Typically, com-
panies will spend less than 1 per cent of their sales for
promoting fertiliser but up to 20 per cent in the case of seeds. Fer-
tiliser is a standard commodity product and the farmer knows ex-
actly what to expect from it. Terms like 'fortified fertiliser', etc.,
mean nothing.

On the other hand, in the case of seeds, the farmer has to be
educated on several fronts like planting time, irrigation require-
ment, likely pests, physical features of the plant, duration, yield,
etc. I have seen several times that those seed companies, which
literally handhold the farmer at each stage at a huge incremental
cost, turn out as winners. If I was to draw an analogy to FMCG,
everyone knows what atta is, and nobody believes a company
that claims to have fortified atta. On the other hand, if a Himalaya
drug supplement is to succeed, it has to do a huge amount of
sampling, ensure its proper usage and closely monitor the results,
as in the case of seeds. Needless to say, the results must actually
happen. But once it does, even on a small sample group of people,
it can grow exponentially by word of mouth.

Meera: Vinay was thrown off balance to discover that HARRAD's
was none other than Hariram Radheshyam, the small town busi-
nessman from Meerut who started life selling saris on a cycle and
then moved on to pan masa/a, oils, then detergent. What is it about
small town businessmen and market success?Where large MNCs
seem to be faltering, we have a Cavinkare, a Nirma, a Paras com-
ing in and creating new categories and giving the Unilevers and
P&Gsof this world a run for their money. Which brings us back to
MNCsrecruiting world-class MBAsand training them extensively
- is the MBAthe biggest con of these times? Does learning hap-
pen on the streets and not in classes? Is this where small town
businessmen have an edge - in street smartness?
Arjun: World class MBAs- they may be street smart - but they
don't understand service levels. Being smart on the street never
equates to attaining smartness while handling the mind games of
consumers. Look at Shakti Bhog atta, which delivers stocks twice a
day to consumers because freshness is the critical factor, while an
MNCmay want to club it with five other products like tea and bis-
cuits for optimisation. The company that I currently work for, PIln-
dustries, has a benchmark of delivering its agri-inputs to its distrib-
utors within 24 hours of his demand. If, as a result, it is a truckload
or just two cartons which have to be loaded on the top of a bus, it
will be done. The farmer needs it and will not wait for a period
longer than that. This is service to consumer. Waiting for a full truck
load to develop is service to the MBAmantra of logistics, cost effi-
deney, optimalisation, etc. Funny thing is, even the small business-
man has these mantras, except he chants them differently. Often,
MNCemployees right down to the salesman level are so caught up
in their own 'presentation' world that the service levels are forgot-
ten.

There are two other big differences between MNCs and Indian
businesses. First, while Indian businesses are also willing to have
deep pockets, they are flexible and quick to respond to changes.
In an MNC, brand managers may insist on spending some sacro-
sanct figure, say, 30 per cent of sales on promotions in the year of
launch. Also, if promotions are not working in an MNC, no one
will take a quick decision on withdrawing it; there will be a wait-
and-see approach till the brand bleeds itself to death. Smaller
businesses will respond much faster. After all, it's their personal
money. The second big difference is the fear factor. While MNC
executives are under pressure, there is never a fear of losing your
job.Atworse, you will get a poor rating. Small business employees

are required to be on their toes 24 hours, or else!
Some of the differences we talk about between the MNCs and

the Indian businessmen are actually not important. For example,
if the product is premium, expensive and upmarket, it will require
a gloss regardless of whether it is from an Indian company or an
MNC. An MTR or a Himalaya product has as much gloss as a prod-
uct from an MNC, even if it comes from an Indian house, while a
Colgate toothpowder can be a mundane product from an MNC.
Similarly, a gora parent who is willing to listen (and believe me,
there are some) can be more effective than a local businessman
who is not willing to listen (there are some). The key issue is,
therefore, understanding the consumer, giving him a product and
functionality that equates it with the price that is being charged.
Let us not do unnecessary hair splitting. While it may end up im-
pressing the boss, it will also add to the costs and confuse the con-
sumer. Keep the communication simple, honest and straightfor-
ward, regardless of the background you are coming from.

Meera: Fifteen years ago, when Toop hit Tressot, they looked the
other way. Today when Hasty Taste is inching into all its markets,
they are again looking the other way. Yesterday's future is here!
When the signs of a future crisis first show, Tressot and their ilk
look the other way. A business head has to think for the brand at
least ten years to the future. In a corporate age of attrition and job
hopping, any manager would look at the short term - the term
that he expects to be in the company - problems/issues beyond
that belong to his successor. Does all this come down to an HR
problem? An inability to retain talent and short-term focus - all
this damages the brand. Since brands are driven by the people
managing them and HR drives people, should HR and marketing
now work together?
Arjun: We often hear stories about lack of professionalism and
squabbling in family-run businesses, but one area where they
clearly score is the long-term perspective. He can do that because
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he knows the returns will come one day, whether it is five or ten
years from now.

I have, in my current job, often tried to control expenditure
with a short-term perspective, only to be told by my boss: "Never
mind, this is an investment phase'. MNC executives cannot look at
business this way.They are not businessmen, that is why. They are
employees with an eye on personal gain and growth, hence, they
remain harnessed to personal growth unwittingly, at the cost of
organisational growth. And yes, such growth is also linked to the
organisational perception of them as a valuable resource! The
businessman has no such anxiety!

Without a doubt, HR systems need to.very consciously ensure
that long-term perspectives are factored, but this can only hap-
pen if top management is committed to it, and not just driven by
the daily stock price. The difference is clear: for the MNC manage-
ment, the boss is the shareholder. So results have to take the shape
of profits. For the small businessman, the boss is the consumer
and results have to take the shape of sales. No wonder then that
Nirma, Velvet,Wagh Bhakri, Hasty Tasty,Toop and those like them
are making waves.

Meera:At the macro level, the case says: "IfORGdoesn'tgo beyond
the lazy footprint of their research, then you and your product will
never show up as competition!"But is this really a problem with
the research agency? Company sales and audit figures show com-
petitive gains in every local market. It seems more like a sense of
denial and brushing problems under the carpet. What is the gene-
sis of this denial?
Arjun: I think the problem about ORG figures is not about denial.
It is more about one-upmanship for yourself, and the art of throw-
ing mud at your colleagues, albeit subtly. Isn't it often that we see
significant changes in marketshare whenever there is a change in
the brand manager? This is usually followed by statements like:
'I told you so' or 'This is not the way to calculate markets hare, by
changing the definition of market'. Kwality Walls may claim to
have a 60 per cent market share in the organised sector market. In
reality, it may just be 20 per cent, because 40 per cent is con-
tributed by the co-operative sector and another 40 per cent by the
small-scale local players. Also, market share can always-be given
in terms of value or volume, depending on what is convenient at
that moment.

Meera: At the micro level, a company claims that it didn't notice
the entry of regional competition: "... because it did not show up in
the marketing-research-tracking-panel-study kind of parameter!
So if it does not come through that kind of broom sweep, then they
don't take it seriously!"Are market research and audits being used
to suffocate local intelligence? Why do marketing departments
place more emphasis on MR audits than on their sales intelli-
gence? How can companies seamlessly integrate sales and mar-
keting intelligence to arrive at global and local intelligence?
Arjun: MR is going to be "thebiggest bane of marketers. Marketers
have stopped thinking and using their common sense and seem
very 'scientific' by using MR techniques for everything, whether it
is packaging or advertising or product performance. The biggest
advantage of using MR, of course, is that it protects you whenever
things go wrong. When I was handling an international brand of
baby products, I would tell my marketing team that our product
was lousy, ineffective and often a cause of embarassment. I would
be promptly told that: "Youare a man, and that too an accountant,
and, therefore, will not understand this category" I was also told:
"AllMR has shown a very high acceptability of the product among
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consumers." I would then reply that: "I am also a father with small
children, and in my social circle, people often complain about
this baby product's quality". But all this had no effect on the mar-
keting whiz-kids. They reinforced their argument saying, that the
same mix was very successful in the Philippines, which is a com-
parable market.

Two months later, competition entered with a better product
and all hell broke loose, with volumes under pressure and desper-
ate attempts to improve product quality. The biggest problem in
an MNC is that we do not wear our consumer hat when we are
managers. It does not require rocket science to pick up sales intel-
ligence. An MNC salesman is perfectly capable of doing so ifhe
spends more time in the market. But more importantly, are the
brand managers willing to listen to honest feedback? The small
businessman's advantage is that he can quickly change things
based on market feedback.

Meera: Referring to the sales structure in a small business and the
salaries that go with it, Vinay is shown the scale of difference. He
says: "And yet the small business delivered!" What are the motiva-
tions for this salesperson to deliver? Is it the small business'
home-grown management styles that works for them? Or is it that
MNCs' imported templates derived in different cultural markets
are sub-optimal?The small business team is lean and hungry, and
researches markets at the grassroot levels. The MNC team is fed
with readymade methods.
Arjun: I would say that the average calibre of the salesperson
working for a local business is below that of an MNC salesperson,
especially in analytical skills. However, the home-grown business
team is able to provide a better service because of larger numbers
and the service mindset. An example is a local kirana shop that
will be open 2417 and do home delivery for even a Rs 10 product.
Will a supermarket provide that service? As mentioned elsewhere,
MNCs just do not have the service culture, and that is the reason
why they find it so difficult to do institutional business.

Meera: "While we were looking at national competitors, a whole
lot of fragmented brands which had not entered into our calcula-
tion were eating into our future growth! Heck!" Is it easier for a big
fish to deal with another big fish rather than with 10 fragmented
players? If the market today is as fragmented as Vinay thinks, why
are Unilever and P&G still focusing on each other? Should they
not take their eyes off each other and look at the rest of the mar-
ket? In an age of fragmentation, how should the sales and market-
ing policies of these companies change? Earlier, I had to compete
only with one big fish, so I gave similar salaries, instituted similar
designations, had similar product development procedures ... but
now, if I have to be at par with a local player, do I create a leaner
structure? Everything that I had put in place before is now impos-
sible to sustain in a fragmented market. In such a situation, how
do FMCG behemoths do a course correction?
Arjun: I think the MNC structure has made mindsets very rigid.
However, it is not that mindsets are rigid per se. If category strate-
gies are to be driven from global headquarters, there is little flexi-
bility left for the subsidiary operating in India. India will definitely
need regional specs, which MNCs mayor may not be able to
adopt. Like atta required for the Punjabi has to be more coarse
than atta required for the Gujarati, and the Gujarati atta has to be
more coarse than that required for a Tarnilian. Did you know that
about 70 per cent of milk sold in Delhi is full cream, while it is 40
per cent in Pune and 5 per cent in Bangalore? Can an MNC bring
in such flexibility? The answer is yes - if it wants to. The animal
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Are brand managers

willing to listen to
honest feedback? The

small businessman
Quickly changes things

because of the feed-
back he gets

feed business ofHLL was one such success-
fulmodel.

FMCG behemoths have got to learn to
livewith fragmented players. There is just no
getting away from this, and they will keep
popping up and nibbling at shares. There is
often talk about consolidation of industry
and players exiting overcrowded categories.
I think that is true only for businesses requir-
ing large capital investments and sophisti-
cated technology. This is not true of most
FMCGcategories in India. So what is the way
out for the large FMCG company? I think it
has to come up with products which have
notable technology plus points, and also
have leaner and more delegated structures.
Costs have to be slashed and layers reduced. The other problem is
the MNC obsession with creating global brands and global brand
positioning. Not every consumer is a globe trotter that needs to
see the same brand worldwide, looking identical, nor does he care
about who else in which part of the world uses it. The most critical
factor is delegation by the parent company because if that doesn't
happen, you will have irrel-evant products being launched,
slower decision-making, and an army of people to feed the bu-
reaucracy of the holding company.

Meera: But FMCGs have chosen to go the super end of inno-
vation. Isn't this a case of opting for solutions that are not related
to the problem? Some firms in the last few years have focused on
services when their products were taking a beating. What are
these companies trying to achieve? When you are no longer in
control of the game, can you change the rules of the game?
Arjun: One of the buzzwords today is capturing value. If value has
shifted from manufacturing coffee to serving coffee, then why not
shift the business model to serving coffee? If value has shifted
from manufacturing cosmetics to applying (administering) cos-
metics, then should large companies focus on services? I am told
that the Indian wedding industry is a Rs 50,000-crore market. Can
MNCs and large companies get into this activity? I think that the
answer to this is both yes and no.

It will require a fundamental mindset change by both parent
companies as well as local management. An example of how this
has been done successfully is ITe. This was a company that was
known for its cigarettes and hotels and the boxwallah culture. It is
already being talked of as a company that is transforming rural In-
dia through its E-choupal initiative. Today, ITC employees go
from village to village advising farmers on agricultural practices

and buying their produce. At the same time,
the top management ofITC rubs shoulders
with the political power centres of the coun-
try, strategising how rural India is to be
transformed. Somewhere, the likes of HLL
and P&Ghave got left out.
Meera: To quote the case: "For instance, 10
years ago who bought insurance? Five years
from now you will ask who hasn't! Likewise,
disposable income today is going into all-
new areas like the Internet, encyclopedias,
computers, and better colleges abroad." It
seems companies should now stop focusing
on what they are selling to consumers and
shift their gaze to what the consumer is buy-
ing. This is.a mindset shift, a zero base start.

Can companies actually make this shift?

Arjuo: MNCs are increasingly focusing on their core areas. There-
fore, they will find it difficult to shift focus to areas where the con-
sumer is spending money. In fact, many MNCs have shrunk by ex-
iting the non-core businesses. The debate on diversification vs
core is an eternal one, and there are success stories in both. How-
ever, in the Indian context, if an MNC has both human and finan-
cial resources to spare, it must diversify and offer consumers what
they want. This will, in fact, help the company not only in growing
but also absorbing the extra manpower.

Is hyper-segmentation the answer? I don't think so. It may
work for 5 per cent of the FMCG businesses. If you try doing that
on a mass scale, it will completely confuse the consumer and in-
crease the costs. Youwill end up having either too many brands or
there will be a Surf Excel, a Surf Hyper, a Surf with the whiteners, a
Surfwith sparklers, a Surffor Woollens, a Surf for coloured clothes
and so on. Such segmentation is only in the minds of the brand
managers who will also, after a point, get confused.

Without a doubt, modern trade is evolving. But if you think
that a consumer will pay more because of store ambience and dis-
play, no way! I think we have not understood the average Indian
mindset. If anything, the consumer will go to the modern format,
learn a few things, and promptly buy it at a cheaper cost from the
neighbourhood kirana shop. I see this happening all the time in
the malls in Gurgaon.

Finally, for companies to survive, growth is essential. It can
only come if there is genuine entrepreneurial freedom given, and
the subsidiaries not bound by the 'core' as defined by the parent.
As far as margin structures are concerned, just forget 40 per cent
levels. That's now part of history. -


